
 

The Expedition Of Humphry
Clinker Tobias Smollett

Getting the books The Expedition Of
Humphry Clinker Tobias Smollett now is not
type of challenging means. You could not
on your own going later than books heap or
library or borrowing from your links to
admission them. This is an no question
easy means to specifically get guide by on-
line. This online proclamation The
Expedition Of Humphry Clinker Tobias
Smollett can be one of the options to
accompany you following having additional
time.

It will not waste your time. take me, the
e-book will unconditionally publicize you
supplementary thing to read. Just invest
tiny period to admission this on-line
declaration The Expedition Of Humphry
Clinker Tobias Smollett as competently as
evaluation them wherever you are now.

The Adventures of
Roderick Random
Createspace
Independent
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Publishing
Platform
Novel Bodies
examines how
disability shapes
the British literary
history of
sexuality. Jason
Farr shows that
various eighteenth-
century novelists
represent
disability and
sexuality in
flexible ways to
reconfigure the
political and social
landscapes of
eighteenth-century
Britain. In
imagining the
lived experience
of disability as
analogous to—and
as informed
by—queer genders
and sexualities,
the authors

featured in Novel
Bodies expose
emerging ideas of
able-bodiedness
and
heterosexuality as
interconnected
systems that
sustain dominant
models of
courtship,
reproduction, and
degeneracy.
Further, Farr
argues that they
use intersections of
disability and
queerness to stage
an array of
contemporaneous
debates covering
topics as wide-
ranging as
education,
feminism,
domesticity,
medicine, and
plantation life. In

his close attention
to the fiction of
Eliza Haywood,
Samuel
Richardson, Sarah
Scott, Maria
Edgeworth, and
Frances Burney,
Farr demonstrates
that disabled and
queer characters
inhabit strict social
orders in
unconventional
ways, and thus
opened up new
avenues of
expression for
readers from the
eighteenth century
forward. Published
by Bucknell
University Press.
Distributed
worldwide by
Rutgers University
Press.
The Expedition of
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Humphry Clinker
Clear Press Ltd
This book is part of
the TREDITION
CLASSICS. It
contains classical
literature works
from over two
thousand years.
Most of these titles
have been out of
print and off the
bookstore shelves
for decades. The
book series is
intended to
preserve the
cultural legacy and
to promote the
timeless works of
classical literature.
Readers of a
TREDITION
CLASSICS book
support the mission
to save many of the
amazing works of
world literature
from oblivion. With
this series, tredition
intends to make
thousands of
international

literature classics
available in printed
format again -
worldwide.
(Humphry
Clinker)The
Expedition of
Humphry
Clinker
Createspace
Independent
Publishing
Platform
This work has
been selected
by scholars as
being culturally
important, and
is part of the
knowledge base
of civilization as
we know it.
This work was
reproduced
from the original
artifact, and
remains as true
to the original
work as
possible.

Therefore, you
will see the
original
copyright
references,
library stamps
(as most of
these works
have been
housed in our
most important
libraries around
the world), and
other notations
in the work.
This work is in
the public
domain in the
United States of
America, and
possibly other
nations. Within
the United
States, you may
freely copy and
distribute this
work, as no
entity (individual
or corporate)
has a copyright
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on the body of
the work. As a
reproduction of
a historical
artifact, this
work may
contain missing
or blurred
pages, poor
pictures, errant
marks, etc.
Scholars believe,
and we concur,
that this work is
important
enough to be
preserved,
reproduced, and
made generally
available to the
public. We
appreciate your
support of the
preservation
process, and
thank you for
being an
important part of
keeping this
knowledge alive

and relevant.
Travels Through
France and Italy
Palala Press
Public credit was
controversial in
seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century
England. It entailed
new ways of thinking
about the individual
in relation to the
State and was for
many reasons a site of
cultural negotiation
and debate. At the
same time, it required
commitment from
participants in order
to function. Some of
the debates relating
to public credit,
whose success was
tied up in the way it
was represented, find
their way into
contemporary fiction
– in particular the
eighteenth-century
novel. This book
reads eighteenth-
century fiction

alongside works of
political economy in
order to offer a new
perspective on
credible commitment
and the rise of a credit
economy facilitated by
public credit. Works
by authors such as
Daniel Defoe, Samuel
Richardson, and
Frances Burney are
explored alongside
lesser-known fictional
texts, including some
early it-narratives and
novels of sensibility, to
give a fully rounded
view of the perception
of public credit within
England and its wider
cultural and social
implications.
Strategies for
representing public
credit, the book
argues, can be seen as
contributing to the
development of the
English novel, a type
of fiction whose
emphasis on the
individual can also be
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read as helping to
produce a certain type
of person, the modern
financial subject. This
interdisciplinary book
draws from economic
history and
literary/cultural
studies in order to
make connections
between the
development of
finance and an
important facet of
modern Western
culture, the novel.
Novel Bodies
Readhowyouwant
This revised
Norton Critical
Edition restores the
original full title to
the 1771 epistolary
and picaresque
novel. In choosing
supporting
materials, Evan
Gottlieb
emphasizes the
growing

recognition of
Smollett as both a
major British
author and a central
player in eighteenth-
century London s
vibrant publishing
world."
The Works: The
expedition of
Humphry Clinker
Routledge
Comic story of a
poor young man,
Humphry Clinker,
who joins a group of
aristocrats and
travels through
Britain. Set in the
eighteenth century,
the novel is written
in form of satirical
and witty letters that
provide a vibrant
and detailed picture
of the contemporary
social and political
scenarios. Even
today, it is

considered as one of
Smollett's most
hilarious and
enjoyable novels. A
must-read!
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker,
Vol. 2 of 2 (Classic
Reprint) Wentworth
Press
Excerpt from The
Expedition of
Humphry Clinker,
Vol. 2 of 2 It, except
by its great fiae and
the height of its fpire,
from thofe other
ancient churches in
different parts of the
kingdom, which
ufed to be called
monumentsof Go
thie architefiute'; but
it is now agreed, that
this fiiie is Saracen
rather than
Gothic;-and,
i'�jppofe, it was
first imported into
England from Spain,
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great part of which
was under the
dmgnim of'the
Moors. Thofe' 2.
About the Publisher
Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare
and classic books.
Find more at www.fo
rgottenbooks.com
This book is a
reproduction of an
important historical
work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-
the-art technology to
digitally reconstruct
the work, preserving
the original format
whilst repairing
imperfections
present in the aged
copy. In rare cases,
an imperfection in
the original, such as a
blemish or missing
page, may be
replicated in our
edition. We do,

however, repair the
vast majority of
imperfections
successfully; any
imperfections that
remain are
intentionally left to
preserve the state of
such historical works.
Forgotten Books
"The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker" by
T. Smollett. Published
by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide
range of titles that
encompasses every
genre. From well-
known classics &
literary fiction and
non-fiction to
forgotten�or yet
undiscovered
gems�of world
literature, we issue the
books that need to be
read. Each Good Press
edition has been
meticulously edited
and formatted to
boost readability for
all e-readers and

devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone
in a high-quality digital
format.
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
VM eBooks
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
was the last of the
picaresque novels of
Tobias Smollett,
published in
London on 17 June
1771 (just three
months before
Smollett's death),
and is considered by
many to be his best
and funniest work.It
is an epistolary
novel, presented in
the form of letters
written by six
characters: Matthew
Bramble, a Welsh
Squire; his sister
Tabitha; their niece
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Lydia and nephew
Jeremy Melford;
Tabitha's maid
Winifred Jenkins;
and Lydia's suitor
Wilson. Much of the
comedy arises from
differences in the
descriptions of the
same events by the
participants.
Attributions of
motives and
descriptions of
behaviour show wild
variation and reveal
much about the
character of the teller.
The setting, amidst
the high-society spa
towns and seaside
resorts of the 18th
century, provides his
characters with many
opportunities for
satirical observations
on English life and
manners.
The Adventures of
Sir Launcelot

Greaves Tredition
Classics
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
was the last of the
picaresque novels
of Tobias Smollett,
published in
London on 17 June
1771 (just three
months before
Smollett's death),
and is considered
by many to be his
best and funniest
work.It is an
epistolary novel,
presented in the
form of letters
written by six
characters:
Matthew Bramble,
a Welsh Squire; his
sister Tabitha; their
niece Lydia and
nephew Jeremy
Melford; Tabitha's
maid Winifred

Jenkins; and Lydia's
suitor Wilson.uch
of the comedy
arises from
differences in the
descriptions of the
same events by the
participants.
Attributions of
motives and
descriptions of
behaviour show
wild variation and
reveal much about
the character of the
teller. The setting,
amidst the high-
society spa towns
and seaside resorts
of the 18th century,
provides his
characters with
many opportunities
for satirical
observations on
English life and
manners. The
author's travels in
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Scotland, France,
and Italy helped
provide inspiration
for the plot.
Matthew Bramble,
his family and
servants are
traveling through
England and
Scotland. Although
the primary
motivation for the
expedition is to
restore the health of
the gouty Matthew
Bramble, each
member of the
family uses the
excursion to
achieve their ends.
Leaving from
Bramble's estate,
Brambleton Hall, in
the south-western
corner of England,
the family passes
through many
cities, making

extended or
significant stops at
Gloucester, Bath,
London,
Harrogate,
Scarborough and
Edinburgh. The
splenetic patriarch,
Matthew Bramble,
visits various
natural spas to
alleviate his health
problems, and he
corresponds
primarily with his
physician, Dr.
Lewis. Through his
letters and those of
Jeremy, it is
revealed that
Bramble is
misanthropic and
something of a
hypochondriac.
Despite his frequent
complaints, he is
generally
reasonable and

extremely charitable
to the people he
meets on his travels
as well as to his
servants and wards
back at home. His
letters introduce
and ridicule
significant
eighteenth century
concerns such as
medicine, the
growth of urban
life, class, the
growth of the
periodical press and
the public sphere.
His growing
disillusionment at
the changing moral
and social
landscape of
England, embodies
his traditionalist
perspective and
reveals the
absurdities of
contemporary
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culture.His sister,
Tabitha Bramble, is
a foolish and
cantankerous
spinster who uses
the expedition as an
excuse to search for
a husband.
Through her
correspondence
with Mrs. Gwyllim,
the house-keeper at
Brambleton Hall,
Tabitha reveals her
selfishness and lack
of generosity
towards servants
and the
impoverished. Her
social pretensions
are rendered all the
more comical by
her frequent
misunderstandings,
misuse of common
idioms and
atrocious spelling.
Tabitha's servant,

Winifred or Win
Jenkins, also
corresponds with
the servants at
Brambleton Hall.
As the only
correspondent not
related to Matthew
Bramble, Ms.
Jenkins offers a
sympathetic and
humorous
perspective on the
family and their
travels. As a comic
foil to Tabitha
Bramble, Win
Jenkins shares
many of her
misspellings and
malapropisms but
demonstrates
considerably more
common sense and
intuition in her
observation of the
family. At London,
she becomes

infatuated with
Humphry Clinker
and Methodism
both. Bramble's
nephew, Jeremy
Melford, is a young
man looking for
amusement.
Corresponding
primarily with Sir
Watkin Phillips of
Jesus College
Oxford, Jery also
reflects upon issues
of city life, class,
and the growing
public sphere, but
often with a more
progressive
perspective than
that of his rather
traditional uncle.
Despite his
generously
democratic views
and his astute
perceptions of the
hypocrisy and
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absurdity of others,
he is-as revealed
through Bramble's
letters-"hot-
headed" and prone
to rash anger and
impulsive defenses
of perceived slights
to his family honor,
especially when it
relates to his sister's
interest in a stage
actor below her
status. ...
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
BEYOND BOOKS
HUB
This revised Norton
Critical Edition
restores the original
full title to the 1771
epistolary and
picaresque novel. In
choosing supporting
materials, Evan
Gottlieb emphasizes
the growing
recognition of

Smollett as both a
major British author
and a central player
in eighteenth-century
London’s vibrant
publishing world. In
his last and finest
novel, Tobias
Smollett uses
multiple letter writers
to create a very funny
and nearly
kaleidoscopic vision
of life in mid
eighteenth-century
Britain. As his
protagonists travel
about the
countryside on their
quest to restore
patriarch Matthew
Bramble’s health,
they unwittingly
succeed in uniting
Britain across
boundaries of nation,
class, religion, and
gender. The text of
this Norton Critical
Edition is again based

on the first edition of
1771. It is
accompanied by
explanatory
footnotes,
illustrations by
Thomas Rowlandson
for the 1793 edition,
and a map by Charles
Scavey. A new
“Backgrounds and
Contexts” section
includes selections
from Smollett’s
popular early poetry
as well as important
later nonfiction
writing on history
and the novel and the
Anglo-Scottish
Union, among
others.
“Criticism” is
divided into two
sections and presents
the most important
reviews and scholarly
assessments of The
Expedition of
Humphry Clinker.
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“Early Reviews and
Criticism” collects
four major reviews
from 1771 along with
Sir Walter Scott’s
1821 preface to the
novel.
“Contemporary
Criticism” focuses
on recent
scholarship, with its
emphasis on
Smollett’s
connection and
relevance to topics of
critical interest,
including
nationalism,
colonialism, the
history of the novel,
gender studies, and
the histories of
religion and
medicine.
Contributors include
Eric Rothstein, John
Zomchick, Robert
Mayer, Charlotte
Sussman, David
Weed, Evan

Gottlieb, Tara
Ghoshal Wallace,
Misty G. Anderson,
and Annika Mann. A
chronology of
Smollett’s life and
work and a selected
bibliography are also
included.
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker,
By Dr. Smollett
(complete Volume 1
and 2) W. W.
Norton
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
was the last of the
picaresque novels of
Tobias Smollett, and
is considered by
many to be his best
and funniest work.
Published in
London on 17 June
1771, it is an
epistolary novel,
presented in the
form of letters
written by six

different characters:
Matthew Bramble, a
Welsh Squire; his
sister Tabitha; their
niece and nephew,
Jery and Lydia
Melford; Tabitha's
maid Winifred
Jenkins; and Lydia's
suitor, Wilson. Much
of the comedy arises
from differences in
the descriptions of
the same events by
different participants.
Attributions of
motives and
descriptions of
behavior show wild
variation and reveal
much about the
character of the teller.
The setting, amidst
the high-society spa
towns and seaside
resorts of the 18th
century provides his
characters with many
opportunities for
satirical observations
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on English life and
manners.
Representing Public
Credit Hodder
Education
This work has been
selected by scholars as
being culturally
important, and is part
of the knowledge base
of civilization as we
know it. This work
was reproduced from
the original artifact,
and remains as true to
the original work as
possible. Therefore,
you will see the
original copyright
references, library
stamps (as most of
these works have been
housed in our most
important libraries
around the world),
and other notations in
the work.This work is
in the public domain
in the United States of
America, and possibly
other nations. Within
the United States, you

may freely copy and
distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or
corporate) has a
copyright on the body
of the work.As a
reproduction of a
historical artifact, this
work may contain
missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this
work is important
enough to be
preserved, reproduced,
and made generally
available to the public.
We appreciate your
support of the
preservation process,
and thank you for
being an important
part of keeping this
knowledge alive and
relevant.
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
(Second International
Student Edition)
(Norton Critical
Editions) Palala Press

Offers a picture of
eighteenth-century
society. This story
describes Squire
Bramble's tour of the
Britain of George III.
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker was
the last of the
picaresque novels of
Tobias Smollett,
published in London
on 17 June 1771 (three
months before
Smollett's death), and
is considered by many
to be his best and
funniest work. It is an
epistolary novel,
presented in the form
of letters written by six
characters: Matthew
Bramble, a Welsh
Squire; his sister
Tabitha; their niece
Lydia and nephew
Jeremy Melford;
Tabitha's maid
Winifred Jenkins; and
Lydia's suitor Wilson.
Much of the comedy
arises from differences
in the descriptions of
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the same events and
places seen by the
participants.
Attributions of motives
and descriptions of
behaviour show wild
variation and reveal
much about the
character of the teller.
The setting, amidst the
high-society spa towns,
inns, and seaside
resorts of the 18th
century, provides his
characters with many
opportunities for
satirical observations
on English and
Scottish life, manners,
and politics. Smollett
relies heavily on a
scatological humour
and references to the
body. The net effect re-
creates the messiness of
eighteenth-century
British novels that
relied on the epistolary
form. The author's
travels in Scotland,
France, and Italy
influenced his novel.
EXPEDITION OF

HUMPHRY
CLINKER
IndyPublish.com
This work has been
selected by scholars as
being culturally
important, and is part
of the knowledge base
of civilization as we
know it. This work
was reproduced from
the original artifact,
and remains as true to
the original work as
possible. Therefore,
you will see the
original copyright
references, library
stamps (as most of
these works have been
housed in our most
important libraries
around the world),
and other notations in
the work. This work is
in the public domain
in the United States of
America, and possibly
other nations. Within
the United States, you
may freely copy and
distribute this work, as
no entity (individual

or corporate) has a
copyright on the body
of the work. As a
reproduction of a
historical artifact, this
work may contain
missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this
work is important
enough to be
preserved, reproduced,
and made generally
available to the public.
We appreciate your
support of the
preservation process,
and thank you for
being an important
part of keeping this
knowledge alive and
relevant.
Period Piece
Wentworth Press
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
by Tobias Smollett
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
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was the last of the
picaresque novels
of Tobias Smollett,
and is considered
by many to be his
best and funniest
work. Published in
London on 17 June
1771 (just three
months before
Smollett's death), it
is an epistolary
novel, presented in
the form of letters
written by six
characters:
Matthew Bramble,
a Welsh Squire; his
sister Tabitha; their
niece and nephew,
Jeremy and Lydia
Melford; Tabitha's
maid Winifred
Jenkins and Lydia's
suitor, Wilson.
Much of the
comedy arises from
differences in the

descriptions of the
same events by the
participants.
Attributions of
motives and
descriptions of
behaviour show
wild variation and
reveal much about
the character of the
teller. The setting,
amidst the high-
society spa towns
and seaside resorts
of the 18th century,
provides his
characters with
many opportunities
for satirical
observations on
English life and
manners. The
author's travels in
Scotland, France
and Italy helped
provide inspiration
for the plot.
Matthew Bramble,

his family and
servants are
traveling through
England and
Scotland. Although
the primary
motivation for the
expedition is to
restore the health of
the gouty Matthew
Bramble, each
member of the
family uses the
excursion to
achieve their ends.
Leaving from
Bramble's estate,
Brambleton Hall, in
the south-western
corner of England,
the family passes
through many
cities, making
extended or
significant stops at
Gloucester, Bath,
London,
Harrogate,
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Scarborough and
Edinburgh. The
splenetic patriarch,
Matthew Bramble,
visits various
natural spas to
alleviate his health
problems and ; he
corresponds
primarily with his
physician Dr.
Lewis. Through his
letters and those of
Jeremy, it is
revealed that
Bramble is
misanthropic and
something of a
hypochondriac.
Despite his frequent
complaints, he is
generally
reasonable and
extremely
charitable to the
people he meets on
his travels as well as
to his servants and

wards back at home.
His letters
introduce and
ridicule significant
eighteenth century
concerns such as
medicine, the
growth of urban
life, class, the
growth of
periodical press and
the public sphere.
His growing
disillusion at the
changing moral and
social landscape of
England, embodies
his traditionalist
perspective and
reveals the
absurdities of
contemporary
culture. His sister,
Tabitha Bramble, is
a foolish and
cantankerous
spinster who uses
the expedition as an

excuse to search for
a husband.
Through her
correspondence
with Mrs. Gwyllim,
the house-keeper at
Brambleton Hall,
Tabitha reveals her
selfishness and lack
of generosity
towards servants
and the
impoverished. Her
social pretensions
are rendered all the
more comical by
her frequent
misunderstandings,
misuse of common
idioms and
atrocious spelling.
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker,
Etc. W. W. Norton &
Company
Humphry Clinker is
an epistolary novel, a
collection of letters,
that charts the
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adventures of a family
group traveling
through Britain. The
head of the family is
Matthew Bramble, a
gouty old man, who is
constantly writing his
doctor with his
complaints and visiting
areas supposed to be
good for his condition.
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
Createspace
Independent
Publishing Platform
The Expedition of
Humphry
ClinkerLitres
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker...
By the Author of
Roderick Random
[Tobias Smollett]
The Expedition of
Humphry Clinker
APOLOGUE A
young painter,
indulging a vein of
pleasantry, sketched
a kind of

conversation piece,
representing a bear,
an owl, a monkey,
and an ass; and to
render it more
striking, humorous,
and moral,
distinguished every
figure by some
emblem of human
life. Bruin was
exhibited in the garb
and attitude of an
old, toothless,
drunken soldier; the
owl perched upon
the handle of a coffee-
pot, with spectacle
on nose, seemed to
contemplate a
newspaper; and the
ass, ornamented with
a huge tie-wig
(which, however,
could not conceal his
long ears), sat for his
picture to the
monkey, who
appeared with the
implements of

painting. This
whimsical group
afforded some mirth,
and met with general
approbation, until
some mischievous
wag hinted that the
whole—was a
lampoon upon the
friends of the
performer; an
insinuation which
was no sooner
circulated than those
very people who
applauded it before
began to be alarmed,
and even to fancy
themselves signified
by the several figures
of the piece. Among
others, a worthy
personage in years,
who had served in
the army with
reputation, being
incensed at the
Supposed outrage,
repaired to the
lodging of the
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painter, and finding
him at home, "Hark
ye, Mr. Monkey,"
said he, "I have a
good mind to
convince you, that
though the bear has
lost his teeth, he
retains his paws, and
that he is not so
drunk but he can
perceive your
impertinence."
"Sblood! sir, that
toothless jaw is a
d—ned scandalous
libel—but don't you
imagine me so
chopfallen as not to
be able to chew the
cud of resentment."
Here he was
interrupted by the
arrival of a learned
physician, who,
advancing to the
culprit with fury in
his aspect, exclaimed,
"Suppose the
augmentation of the

ass's ears should
prove the diminution
of the
baboon's—nay, seek
not to prevaricate,
for, by the beard of
Aesculapius! there is
not one hair in this
periwig that will not
stand up in judgment
to convict thee of
personal abuse. Do
but observe, captain,
how this pitiful little
fellow has copied the
very curls—the
colour, indeed, is
different, but then
the form and foretop
are quite similar."
While he thus
remonstrated in a
strain of vociferation,
a venerable senator
entered, and
waddling up to the
delinquent,
"Jackanapes!" cried
he, "I will now let
thee see I can read

something else than a
newspaper, and that
without the help of
spectacles: here is
your own note of
hand, sirrah, for
money, which if I
had not advanced,
you yourself would
have resembled an
owl, in not daring to
show your face by
day, you ungrateful
slanderous knave!"
The Works of
Tobias Smollett
Litres
This work has been
selected by scholars
as being culturally
important, and is
part of the
knowledge base of
civilization as we
know it. This work
was reproduced
from the original
artifact, and remains
as true to the original
work as possible.
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Therefore, you will
see the original
copyright references,
library stamps (as
most of these works
have been housed in
our most important
libraries around the
world), and other
notations in the
work.This work is in
the public domain in
the United States of
America, and
possibly other
nations. Within the
United States, you
may freely copy and
distribute this work,
as no entity
(individual or
corporate) has a
copyright on the
body of the work.As
a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this
work may contain
missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc.

Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this
work is important
enough to be
preserved,
reproduced, and
made generally
available to the
public. We
appreciate your
support of the
preservation process,
and thank you for
being an important
part of keeping this
knowledge alive and
relevant.
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